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Jay McGuffin 
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June 18, 2018 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Response to SCRCA review letter, dated September 27, 2017 

Proposed Development, Bright’s Grove Golf Course, Bright’s Grove, Ontario 

EXP’s Services Inc. is pleased to provide this letter with comments and additional 

information in response to the SCRCA review letter, dated September 27, 2017 for 

EXP’s Geotechnical Comments regarding Slope Assessment and Meander Belt Review 

for the aforementioned site.   
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Response:  

Unconfined river and stream systems are defined on Page 34 of the MNR Technical 
Guide – River and Stream Systems: Erosion Hazard Limit as “ones in which a river or 
stream is present but there is no discernible valley slope or bank that can be detected 
from the surrounding landscape”.  In the initial site reconnaissance visit in 2013, the 
discernable valley slopes were evident and the slopes were assessed with a Slope 
Stability Rating Chart (SSRC) (See Appendix of the report).  Unconfined systems are 
further described as “found in fairly flat or gently rolling landscapes”.  Through contour 
mapping provided by the client, EXP’s site elevation survey, and the additional Slope 
Stability Rating Charts, the slopes on the site were found to be defined as discernible 
with the current profiles.  The Cow Creek at the site location is considered confined 
systems as the evidence conflicts with the above definitions of unconfined systems.  For 
confined systems, the erosion hazard limit considers the toe erosion allowance, 
allowance for stable slope, and erosion access allowance.  No additional setback is 
required from the regulatory flood elevation for confined systems, see Page 36 of the 
MNR Technical Guide – River and Stream Systems: Erosion Hazard Limit.   
 
As per Page 34 of the MNR Technical Guide – River and Stream Systems: Erosion 
Hazard Limit, “Confined river and stream systems are ones in which the physical 
presence of a valley corridor containing a river or stream channel, which may or may not 
contain flowing water, is visibly discernible from the surrounding landscape by either field 
investigations, aerial photography and/or map interpretation.”  EXP has been able to 
identify the watercourses at the site through dated aerial photography and contour 
mapping.  The valley walls were identified through multiple site visits and photographs.  
Refer to Section 2 of the report for select site photographs. 

We trust the above is satisfactory for your present requirement.  Should you have any 
questions regarding this matter please do not hesitate to contact this office. 

Yours truly, 

EXP Services Inc. 

 
Craig Swinson, P.Eng. 
Geotechnical Services 

 
Bo Chiu, P.Eng. 
Senior Discipline Manager, 
Southwestern Ontario 


